Y. Tanaka and also produce or contribute to the zeroth-order fermion mass matrix rn. However, these spin-0 fields are neutral under G~, so their vacuum expectation values do not contribute to the mass of the strongly interacting neutral vector bosons.
To avoid massless strongly interacting gauge bosons, it is natural to suppose that G~i s also spontaneously broken. We might assume that this occurs through the vacuum expectation values of various strongly interacting scalar fields, but it appears' that the introduction of these fields would prevent a free-field asymptotic behavior. Alternatively x Jd'kS"s~'(k)(k'+ p, ')~s ', (2) S", '(&) =--'i(2 ) '
x Jd'x(F~a(Z""(x)J,&(y))~1&e "~"-'~. (3) Here the J "are the currents of Gt, formed from the spin-& hadron fields, and LL{, ' is the G~-vector boson mass matrix, except that the photon is here given an arbitrary large mass A, to compensate for a regulator mass A used in evaluating the true photonic term. ' The only terms in (2) that are of order n rather than n(m~' are those arising fromterm, s in S(k) which decrease no faster than k~as k-. Such terms m3y be picked out from the Wilson operator-product expansion' of the direction-averaged matrix element:
jdo, "z",~' (t ), "P"(F~O"II-)-U", '"'(~k'). The asymptotic behavior of U"s " (K) in perturbatlon theory ls U"s "'(K) =O (6) using the asymptotic formula'
where B"B"is a constant, independent of the strong-interaction coupling constant; yK(a) is an anomalous dimension; and the lower limit a depends on the renormalization prescription used to define the operator 0~. 
